
So many authors, 
such little time

By Jayne Lilley 



Thorn Grove is a one-form entry primary school in the market town of Bishop's 
Stortford, Hertfordshire.  We value every child, recognising that their emotional 
well-being is just as important as academic progress..

Statistics suggest the proportion of pupils entitled to pupil premium is below 
average.  The school has average percentages of SEN and EAL.
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Having successfully introduced a new phonics programme and developed our reading instruction, the next 
step was to evaluate the reading culture in our school. 

The literacy lead played a major role in communicating key research findings to show the importance of 

developing children’s engagement with reading such as:

❖ enrichment in social and emotional well-being and imagination (Kidd & Costano, 2013);

❖ improved general knowledge (Clark and Rumbold, 2006);

❖ to develop richer vocabulary (Sullivan & Brown, 2013); and

❖ it is the single most important indicator of a child’s success (OECD 2002). 

Baseline data was gathered regarding attitudes to reading, reading behaviours and knowledge of children’s 

literature.  

The OU surveys, staff discussion and pupil voice where used, as well as observations on the reading culture 

in school.  Where inconsistencies were identified, such as a child stating they enjoyed reading but a teacher 

highlighting that child as reading disadvantaged more investigation took place. 
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Name three authors whose 

work you value
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Classrooms have reading areas
But lack of breadth of new books

Time is given for independent reading

But little discussion around reading

Teachers regularly read aloud But narrow knowledge of children authors 

and poets

Inspiring individuals, creating success

Findings
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How can we ignite excitement and engagement with reading?

Knowledge
Improve teachers’ subject knowledge of authors

Pedagogy
Create a culture of book talk

‘Studies have found that effective teachers of reading require 

sound subject knowledge of children’s literature and reading 

development in order to support all children in becoming 

independent, fluent readers who make thoughtful choices about 

the texts they read’ (Flynn, 2007; Dreher, 2003; Hunt, 1993).

‘Talk about texts is one of the key ways in which readership 

networks are established.  It is through talk about text that what it 

means to read and to be a reader are jointly negotiated’ (Maybin & 

Moss, 1993)

Within school, there are elements of reading for pleasure but as Cremin (Cremin et al, 2014) states “at the 

core of reading for pleasure is the reader’s volition, their agency and desire to read, their anticipation of the 

satisfaction gained through the experience and/or afterwards in interaction with others”.
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After analysing the data and discussing research the group agreed the following aims: 

1. to broaden staff knowledge of  children’s literature so that staff can use growing expertise to 
promote a love of reading across school:

o Those teachers who have a secure knowledge of a range of children’s literature are not only more able to recommend the right 
text for the right child, but are also better positioned to create a community of readers in the classroom (Younger and Warranging, 
2005; Kwet et al, 2007 in Cremin et all 2014).

o With knowledge of texts staff will be able to provide guidance, model reading practices and make time for book talk and as noted
by Millard (1997) this will help our children to become more critical and discerning readers

2. to increase the social nature of reading with informal book talk, inside-text talk and 
recommendations so reading is valued and has a high profile across school.  

o Shulman (1987) recognises that pedagogical understanding is intertwined with subject knowledge.   Millard (1987) builds on this 
arguing that ‘children are more likely to become critical and discerning readers were teachers and children talk about their reading 
choices …’ (Cremin et al, 2012, p.36).  Hall et al, (2007 in Cremin et al 2012, p98) found that in “classrooms where teachers 
initiated and encouraged book talk in the context of diverse resources and sociable environment, aspects of ‘competence 
pedagogy’ were evident”.
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✓ Link created with local Waterstones

✓ Funding provided for staff to select new books 

A staff visit to Waterstones gave us time to become immersed in texts, select classroom 
texts and to have book discussions.  One teacher commented ‘I’d forgotten how much I 
enjoyed browsing in book shops’.  Staff from Waterstones were on hand and eager to 
talk about books.  They have such a wealth of knowledge and their enthusiasm was 
contagious. 

Teachers were given funds to buy a couple of books for their class and a book that just 
appealed to them.  The only stipulation was that they had to be by unknown authors.  

The link has now developed between staff and the children’s literature specialists at 
Waterstones.  They have advised us on books on diversity, topic specific books and new 
releases. 

Waterstones also provided us with a discount making them comparable to other book 
suppliers.   

Teachers with weak subject 

knowledge are not in a position 

to support children adequately 

in making their own reading 

choices’ 

Aim 1: Increase staff knowledge of authors
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✓ Range of new texts made available for staff to borrow

✓ Staff encouraged to sign up to recommended blogs, newsletters and seek out award 
winning authors

✓ School participated in local Festival of Literature

To improve knowledge of children’s authors, teachers were asked to become familiar with a 
contemporary author.  However, teachers wanted to increase their broader knowledge and 
this led to more impactful discussions.  Subscriptions to a range of blogs and newsletters 
were made to support us in this development.  Funds were used to purchase a range of new 
books including awarding winning titles for the classroom and library area. 

Aim 1: Increase staff knowledge of authors

A basket of books was placed in the staff room for all to borrow.  This basket also 

provided a discussion starting point at the weekly staff meeting. During staff 

meetings, time was also dedicated for one or two teachers to discuss 'what you’re 

reading' and share their new knowledge. This was done on a rotating basis EFYS, 

KS1, LKS2 and UKS2 to ensure a workload balance and to make it sustainable.  

As well as teachers’ recommendations there was a half termly focus for example 

on diversity, picture books, graphic novels.  During these sessions titles and 

authors were researched and shared.  
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Teachers were encouraged to contribute to a school reading wish list which we shared 

with parents and our Parent Teacher Association.

Taking part in our local Festival of Literature gave staff and children the opportunity to 

interact with award-winning and critically acclaimed authors.

We have recently joined the Hertfordshire Book Group to develop our knowledge 
further.  “Talk about texts is one of the key ways in which readership networks are 
established.  It is through talk about texts that what it means to read and to be a reader 
are jointly negotiated. (Maybin & Moss 1993).  

Aim 1: Increase staff knowledge of authors
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A staff meeting to discuss the project, its strengths, and challenges was arranged.  

➢ Teachers’ knowledge had improved and some teachers are actively seeking contemporary 

authors.  It is difficult for teachers to find the time to read as widely as they would like.  To 

support this a reading newsletter for staff will be circulated and a padlet created as a 

reference point for staff.   It is hoped this will also support support staff in developing their 

subject knowledge.  

➢ Teachers stated they enjoy discussing children’s reading choices and feel they have a 

greater knowledge of the children’s preferences.  They can see the value of devoting time to 

book talk.

➢ The EYFS team found children were inclined to select books they had at home rather than 

the more contemporary books.  Consequently, they placed the more common book titles in 

the school library, leaving the more contemporary books in their reading areas.  

➢ I have seen staff more enthusiastic about the books they are reading with children and 

therefore children have been too. A much wider range of texts have been shared too which 

opens reading to a wider audience. The Reading for Pleasure sessions are great as they 

dedicate time to share and enjoy books. Children get time to explore a wider range of books 

and talk about them. It has helped reading gain more of community feel’ Children seem to be 

enjoying their reading and enjoying sharing what they have read. I see children entering the 

school with a book in their hand.  (SLT).
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Staff can see the impact their increased subject knowledge and pedagogy is having 

on the children.  Reading has become a more social experience within the school.

Good subject knowledge builds confidence.  This confidence allows teachers to 

discuss and influence children’s reading choices.  Children become excited about 

reading.  

Result: reading is becoming: 

Learner led, Informal, Social, with Texts that tempt.

Do you like reading?

No child dislikes reading

70%

90%

30%

10%

KS2

KS1

I love reading It's okay

I'm not bothered I don't like reading

Are you a good reader?

Children see themselves as readers

59%

25%

34%

69%

7%

6%

KS2

KS1

I'm a very good reader

I'm a good reader

I'm okay at reading

I'm not a very good reader yet

Can you remember something that you have 

loved listening to?  What was it?

Children talk about their reading

97%

94%

3%

6%

KS2

KS1

Could answer with a book/audio book

Couldn't answer
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The depth and quality offered by TaRs research had a powerful impact on not only developing teacher knowledge but also on 

developing and refining our school cultural around reading.  

It has made staff more confident and intentional in their choice of reading material which is giving our children much richer

reading experiences.  

To continue on this journey, we have appointed a reading leader who will champion reading across the 

school.  We want to sustain and build upon the positive impact this project has had by introducing the 
following strategies: 

• SLT to continue model reading behaviours.  

• Continue with reading reviews in staff meetings

• Celebrate reading across the year. 

• Librarians/reading ambassadors to be appointed

• Reading across years groups to be developed

• Non-fiction stock to be reviewed

• On-line library software to be embedded

• Recommended texts to be incorporated across the curriculum

• Build strong relationship with parents


